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TRENDS & FORECASTING 

Cashless Society Moves To The Next Level  

 

By Nicholas West 

Cash is a problem for banks and governments. It creates a barrier            
to tracking and control, leaves banks susceptible to bank runs if           
an emergency occurs, and removes the ability to charge a wide           
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range of processing fees and hidden charges. Cash impedes         
easy tax collection for governments, and creates the perception         
that governments are allowing crimes and corruption to occur         
without the ability to swiftly crack down on “evildoers.”  

Clearly, such an instrument as cash would become the enemy to           
these institutions.  

However, we also should recognize our own role in helping to           
make it easy for the transition to a no-cash world to become a             
reality, as an ever-larger segment of the population is choosing          
convenience over any of the emerging concerns about a cashless          
society.  

In the wake of a new milestone being reached as we move along             
the cashless path, now is a good time to revisit the overall agenda             
and what it portends for our financial freedom. 

Card Payments Take The Lead Over Cash 

The UK Independent reported on June 18th that card-based         
payments have officially overtaken cash for the very first time in           
Britain. Additionally, although this was forecasted to happen,        
cards took the lead several months ahead of previous estimates. 

The new statistics come from research firm UK Finance which          
covers trends in the banking industry. The organization’s 2017         
report further emphasized the acceleration toward cashless       
payments with the following observations: 

● Debit card use surged 14%, and is forecast to become 49%           
by 2027 

● Credit card use increased 13%, projected to rise steadily 
● Contactless payments exploded by 97% 
● Online and mobile payments (PayPal, Apple Pay, Google        

Pay and Samsung Pay) are projected to increase 56% or          
more by 2027 
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● Check payments declined 15% and are projected to wane         
toward near-obscurity by 2027 

● Cash use fell by 15% 
● Since 2007, cash use has declined from 61% to the current           

level of 34% and is projected to reach 16% by 2027 

The chart below illustrates the inflection point Britain has reached: 

 

While the headline reads that debit cards overtook cash, cash still           
remains in clear second place and is projected to remain there           
until at least 2027. One of the key takeaways, then, is that people             
actually still prefer cash – after all, a debit card purchase is based             
on one’s cash holdings from their bank account. In other words,           
people prefer the concept of cash, but they are willing to adopt            
what they believe is a more convenient method for processing it. 

Naturally, these trends in Britain are an isolated snapshot within          
the larger picture, but as I’ve previously reported, there is a           
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long-standing global agenda to move people off cash as quickly          
and as completely as possible.  

The Better Than Cash Alliance is the United Nations framework          
from which the plans to “de-cash” the globe originate. One can           
find an extensive list of the interlocking governments, companies,         
and international organizations that have partnered in the        
cashless agenda here. 

 

Perhaps not mysteriously, the two largest payment processors        
are at the forefront of working with the goals set out by the Better              
Than Cash Alliance.  

Visa spokesman Andy Gerlt famously stated that they were         
“declaring a war on cash.” The strategy is multifaceted, including          
a controversial plan for awards (bribes) to merchants in the U.S.           
and U.K who accept their “cashless challenge” and commit to          
completely removing cash from their establishments.  
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On the other hand, Visa’s 60-page plan detailing “Visa         
Government Solutions” reads like a blatant commitment to        
collusion with the State in order to compel establishments to          
remove cash as a payment option, of course embracing credit          
card options first and foremost. 

Mastercard then issued a report called “Measuring Progress        
Toward a Cashless Society” which highlighted 33 countries most         
representative of the “Cashless Journey,” denoting four       
categories of adoption: Inception, Transitioning, Tipping Point,       
and Advanced. Respective trajectories are shown below. 
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Despite Mastercard’s implicit confidence in the expansion of this         
journey, which they rightly conclude has had a greater effect on           
payments over the last 15 years than the previous 150, some key            
facts remain that show the road to a completely cashless society           
could be a very long one: 

● Cash still accounts for 85% of global transactions 
● Even among top cashless nations – France and the         

Netherlands, for example – cash is used for 40% of          
consumer transactions. 

Mastercard thus projects that if this cashless journey is to          
accelerate, “government focus and technological innovation can       
create shortcuts.” And, as Samantha King reported, Mastercard’s        
strategy is indeed being adopted.  

Recently, Mastercard convinced the Kenyan government to       
push the cashless front nationwide. “Mastercard is       
committed to extending financial inclusion for the unbanked        
and under-banked in Kenya,” said Daniel Monehin, Division        
President for Sub-Saharan Africa, Mastercard. “Innovation is       
central to achieving our vision of a world beyond cash in           
Kenya and across the continent. We are committed to         
developing market-relevant payment solutions that enhance      
the adoption of cashless transactions. By working together        
with industry, merchants and businesses, we will achieve        
this, in East Africa.” And just about every other country in           
the world has such economic agents promoting a world         
without cash. 

Naturally, for any company so invested, the firm hand of the State            
can give a welcome shove. We are indeed beginning to see this            
trend accelerate as evidenced by the two most populous nations,          
China and India, taking radical steps toward adoption even as          
they sit between Inception and Transition on the cashless scale. 
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However, inside the data – as well as observationally on the           
ground – there are signs of public discontent with the notion that            
cash could completely disappear. 

The Emerging Pushback Against The Cashless Agenda 

The UK Independent report cites Sweden (a country where only          
2% of transactions are cash at this point) as still being resistant to             
the total elimination of cash options. The statistics clearly show          
that the elderly, refugees and others who are not tech savvy – or             
are distrustful of digital banking – can be left disenfranchised. This           
has been borne out by other studies as well. In a previous article             
I cited Dana Kornberg, writing for the University of Michigan, who           
demonstrated that the hardline approach to eliminating cash in         
India that we have seen recently hurts the poor to the greatest            
degree. 

Even the governor of Sweden’s central bank has issued a          
warning about the security risks inherent in an entirely digital          
system that is also controlled by a few select commercial          
interests. Assuming we are naïve enough to believe that central          
banks and players such as Visa and Mastercard have our best           
interests at heart, such centralization and automation contains a         
wide-scale infrastructure risk, whether from hacks or other        
technological failures.  

In the U.S., the situation is becoming even more concerning as           
various locations simply do not accept cash under any         
circumstances. San Francisco Gate reported on July 9th about this          
trend and the ensuing backlash. Perhaps most stunning is that          
one of the no-cash businesses was far from what one would           
assume to be a high-tech locale: a 24-hour Mexican restaurant.          
Other businesses where cash and carry would seem to be a           
standard option are also participating in the no-cash movement. 
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Aaron Bateman pulled out a few $20 bills to pay for a taco             
lunch in the nation's capital. To his surprise, his money was           
no good in the city where money is printed. 

Surfside, a popular 24-hour Mexican eatery, doesn't take        
cash… 

The global cashless movement has reached Washington,       
where a growing number of fast-casual and other        
establishments are saying no to greenbacks in favor of         
plastic and mobile payments. Sweetgreen, the national salad        
chain, went cashless in most of its locations last year. Other           
cashless spots include a frozen yogurt shop downtown, a         
posh wine bar and a beer store. Soon, they may be breaking            
the law. 

Lawmakers around the country are beginning to take note that a           
significant segment of the population is restricted from conducting         
the most mundane activities under a no-cash policy. In         
Washington, D.C. they have introduced a bill that would compel          
establishments to reinstitute a cash option. As San Francisco         
Gate notes, however, other similar state initiatives have been         
thwarted; but at least there are signs that people are voicing their            
concern and legislators are being pressured to take some action. 

We at Counter Markets would never advise that your first option           
should be to beg for your rights from the very same people            
restricting your rights, but certainly one needs to vote with their           
dollars and embrace establishments that offer cash payment,        
while telling those that don’t why you are taking your business           
elsewhere.  

Let’s examine some other practical solutions and what we can do           
to support a free economy in all of its forms. 

Solutions to The Cashless Agenda 
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As the UK Finance report notes, the upsurge in digital payments           
is solely based on the creation of cashless technology coupled          
with merchant adoption of those technologies. This is precisely         
why we have been strong promoters of cryptocurrency. While,         
yes, it does technically contribute to going cashless, it still thwarts           
the centralized control mechanisms of the dominant players in         
traditional banking which have proved to be usurious at every          
level. Moreover, cryptocurrencies provide the necessary      
distributed network of currency options, as well as payment         
methods that can offer more choice to more people. 

For example, Counter Markets’ own Vin Armani and Jeff Paul          
have partnered with Yeoman’s Capital to specifically serve those         
people disenfranchised by current banking trends, as well as to          
lay the foundation for the future of contactless payments         
underpinned by an ideology that supports a decentralized        
economy. Their project – CoinText – turns cryptocurrency into a          
text-based as-good-as-cash system of payment transfer. No bank        
account is needed, no crypto wallet is necessary, and it even           
works without an Internet connection or smartphone. 

If we look back at Mastercard’s supposed solution to the          
underbanked (disenfranchised) in Kenya as recounted above, it        
becomes relevant to note that Kenya already has a solution: it’s           
called M-Pesa, a mobile-based money transfer system that now         
conducts billions of transactions among its tens of millions of          
users.  

Interestingly enough, the First World is now ready to come to the            
same conclusion that the Third World arrived at through necessity          
– finding a way to do business without being controlled by banks            
and governments … and to do so cheaply, efficiently and safely. I            
say safely, because M-Pesa also counters the propaganda that         
only institutional banks and governments can provide security.        
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M-Pesa has demonstrably reduced many of the on-the-ground        
crimes that undoubtedly are a risk with cash use.  

I would encourage readers to listen to Vin Armani describe in this            
video here how the CoinText project came about as he illustrates           
why it is so important that crypto finance in effect becomes cash            
by creating a method for people to transact in a way that is as              
equally accessible and as simple as any physical currency.  

CoinText is one of the most exciting examples of how innovation           
can end-run larger financial and political agendas in a similar way           
to what M-Pesa has accomplished, but with the added benefit of           
building out the crypto space. And as anyone who follows crypto           
initiatives knows, there are countless other emerging solutions        
that are designed to compete with traditional financial systems as          
well as compete with cash itself. 

In a best-case scenario, crypto solutions can become better than          
cash since the central banking system – particularly in the U.S. –            
has turned cash dollars into a debt instrument that loses value           
through inflation. However, unlike the “Better Than Cash Alliance”         
that promotes only convenience and the fear of becoming a          
cash-embracing terrorist, cryptocurrencies and blockchain     
technologies can offer pure instruments of trade that are not          
susceptible to any of the issuance and control mechanisms that          
are inherent in traditional finance.  

Vin’s article later in this issue further explains the true “better than            
cash” initiative that should take place if we want genuine financial           
sovereignty. Crypto solutions are a legitimate path to financial and          
personal freedom. Or, as Erik Voorhees has so aptly described          
the goal of cryptocurrency: the separation of money and State. 
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While we do see the crypto sphere as the primary frontline in the             
battle to establish a more liberty-conscious economy in the         
modern world, we also promote the fundamentals of extreme         
localism. This can be as simple as connecting with other          
individuals and businesses who trade exclusively in cash, to         
supporting the principles of Agorism and counter economies that         
focus on bartering, co-ops, sharing networks, precious metals and         
living in the black and gray markets. 

Derrick Broze is one of the foremost proponents of this lifestyle (in            
his case coupled with the use of cryptocurrency), and it would be            
well worth your while to listen to his outstanding lecture about the            
benefits of choosing this path. However, there are pitfalls in the           
modern world that are worth examining. Derrick covered the         
overall lifestyle choices one confronts when embracing the Agorist         
approach to economics in Issue 14 of Counter Markets, while Vin           
covered in Issue 15 the sometimes rocky adventures of trying to           
stay out of the grasping power of the State while running a            
brick-and-mortar business.  

It would be unwise to completely dismiss how the modern world           
has made it increasingly difficult to shut off its technological          
progress. Perhaps the best way forward in the current landscape          
is a combination of cryptocurrency and localism while the         
infrastructure is being built to provide other options.  

Closing Thoughts 

If the anti-cash movement succeeds as designed by globalist         
institutions, the only choice left for customers (citizens) will be          
what is offered by central banks and their connected payment          
companies. It is clear that the alliance of bankers, businesses and           
government is doing everything in its power to convince citizens          
that this alliance offers more efficient and safer options than cash.  
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It’s exciting to hear that people outside of our bubble are coming            
to the realization that the assumptions about the benefits of a           
cashless society run by banks and governments are not only          
flawed but are fundamentally incompatible with true freedom.        
Unfortunately, these lessons are being learned the hard way as          
people are having their previous way of life literally turned off.  

It is our job to help create alternatives that can compete locally            
and internationally and guide as many people as possible to          
solutions that can restore their financial and personal freedom. In          
so doing, we conserve our own individual liberty as well. 

Ideas are great, but implementing them is even better. –          
Brian Berletic, “How to Organize a Makerspace” 

Do you have your own projects or ideas about helping to establish            
positive trends for liberty? We would love to hear them and           
possibly feature them in this column. 
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

The Case Against QR Codes: Taking The Next Step In          
Cryptocurrency UI  

 

By Vin Armani  

If you are reading this article, there is a good chance that you             
purchased a subscription to Counter Markets using       
cryptocurrency. If you’ve used cryptocurrency in the past to make          
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purchases, either online or in person, your experience in         
purchasing your Counter Markets subscription would have been        
familiar: the seller presents you with a QR code, displayed as a            
black and white, square image; you scan the image with your           
smartphone (while your wallet app is running); scanning the QR          
code fills in the amount and address fields in your wallet; you            
press the SEND button to confirm (perhaps supplementing it with          
a pin or password); et voilà! Your transaction is pushed to the            
blockchain and the seller is notified that they have received funds. 

The QR code has become so deeply woven into the          
consciousness of the Bitcoin (and greater cryptocurrency)       
community that the first images displayed in a Google image          
search for “send Bitcoin” or “receive Bitcoin” have QR codes in           
them (go try the search for yourself). It’s hard to imagine a Bitcoin             
wallet or point-of-sale user interface (UI) that didn’t include a QR           
code, and yet, the QR has only been a part of the cryptocurrency             
user experience for half of Bitcoin’s lifetime. I believe that it is now             
time for cryptocurrency users to start thinking beyond the QR          
code UI if we truly want to expand to global adoption of “The             
People’s Money.” In this article, I lay out my case. 

How Bitcoin Met QR 

On January 9th, 2009, Satoshi Nakamoto released the first         
version of Bitcoin software, Bitcoin 0.1. Copies of this initial          
version (which was Windows-only), first sent to legendary        
cypherpunk Hal Finney, can be found on GitHub (such as at           
https://github.com/Dan-McG/bitcoin-0.1.0). They have been saved     
for posterity and educational purposes.  

This first version had a very simplistic graphical user interface          
(GUI). All Bitcoin instances at that time were mining nodes. If you            
were running the software on your Windows machine, you would          
see Bitcoins being generated through your mining activities.        
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Within the same status window, you would see when your          
address received funds and you would also be able to see a            
record of any funds you sent (via the “Send Coins” button). You            
could store commonly used addresses in your address book. You          
could see your own address and copy it to your clipboard. That            
was it. That was the entire scope of the Bitcoin user experience in             
its initial form. 

 

In the last couple of years, it has been Bitcoin’s meteoric price            
increase (and corresponding “crashes”) that has attracted the        
attention of the mainstream financial apparatus. It is clear that          
Satoshi knew he had created something of great utility and, by           
extension, great value. However, it could be argued that the gains           
in Bitcoin’s price has shifted the public gaze away from Satoshi’s           
vision of a new, liberated means of exchange.  
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Satoshi Nakamoto vanished in 2010. From that point until now,          
the Bitcoin project (and the other blockchains which came after it)           
has been continued by a growing group of developers. In          
November of 2011, a new version of the Bitcoin software which           
emphasized the graphical front end, Bitcoin-Qt (called Bitcoin        
Core since March of 2014), was released. It was a version of            
Bitcoin-Qt, released in November 2013, that first introduced a QR          
code to the Bitcoin node software. This is more than a year and a              
half after Blockchain.info released their mobile app (for both         
Android and iOS). That little app, which I used to purchase my            
first bitcoins in the winter of 2012, had QR code generation and            
scanning capabilities from day one. That mobile software literally         
put Bitcoin (and associated QR codes) in people’s pockets for the           
first time … and it changed the world forever. 

Blockchain.info made a conscious design choice, bringing QR        
codes front and center as the primary means of phone-to-phone          
communication. At the time, Blockchain.info had a virtual        
monopoly on mobile wallets. As I interacted with people in the           
nascent Bitcoin community in 2012 and 2013, every single person          
was using that wallet. At the time, there were not many options for             
quickly getting the string of letters and numbers that make up a            
Bitcoin address from the mobile phone of one user onto the           
mobile phone of another.  

The most obvious solution is to simply display the address, allow           
the user to copy, paste, and send it (via text message, email, or             
some other messaging format) to the other user, who would copy           
and paste it into his own Bitcoin application. This method requires           
both parties opening and closing multiple apps. However, allowing         
both users to effectively complete this process in seconds, without          
either one leaving the Blockchain.info app (a clearly better         
solution) is what QR codes were able to accomplish.  
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Blockchain.info innovated a lasting solution by leveraging an old         
technology. In 2018, most people who have used QR codes have           
used them in the context of cryptocurrency on their         
Internet-connected smartphone. However, QR codes have been       
around longer than Bitcoin, smartphones, and even the Internet         
as we know it today. 

The Story of QR 

Quick Response (QR) code technology was first developed in         
1994 by Denso Wave, a subsidiary of Toyota. It was one of a             
number of Matrix or 2-D barcodes developed around the same          
time. Up until that point (and to this day), the common linear            
barcodes used for tracking products and in point-of-sale were         
limited to the amount of data they can represent. If you have a             
consumer product nearby, pick it up and look at its barcode.           
Specifically, look at the human readable numbers at the bottom of           
the code. Those numbers are there in case a human needs to            
enter the item into the system by hand.  

The typical linear barcode can represent a string of a maximum of            
12 numbers. The most advanced linear barcodes can represent         
strings of 30 characters. In contrast, Denso Wave’s Quick         
Response code, using almost the same amount of space as a           
typical linear barcode, was able to represent a string of numbers           
with a maximum length of 7089 characters. It could represent          
more complex strings – containing letters, numbers, and        
punctuation symbols – with maximum lengths of up to 2953          
characters. Best of all, QR codes took essentially the same          
amount of time to scan and process as linear barcodes. Toyota           
immediately put the new technology to use in its supply chain.           
Other companies soon followed suit. Adoption was made easier         
by Denso Wave’s decision to allow others to freely use their           
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patented technology in products so long as the standards were          
followed.  

The typical Bitcoin address string represented by a QR code,          
often with added amount information, has a length of between 25           
and 60 characters. QR, in 2012, represented a perfect (and free)           
solution to Blockchain.info’s problem. However, I believe that if we          
want to spread the gospel of Bitcoin far and wide, we need to             
think beyond the needs and capabilities of people in 1994 or 2012            
and look for new solutions to the problem of making          
cryptocurrency as easy to use as cash. 

I first got into Bitcoin because I wanted more financial sovereignty           
and liberty for myself. I soon realized that Bitcoin held the promise            
of liberating billions of humans from greedy governments and         
manipulated money, which I believe are the primary causes of          
poverty and suffering in our world. At the time when I bought my             
first Bitcoin, I had been in an all-cash business for several years.            
I’ve written about this in previous issues. Although within the          
world of crypto, evangelists of particular chains are constantly         
measuring themselves against one another, it is clear to me that           
crypto (whichever chain) needs to be better than fiat cash if it is             
going to take over the world.  

What does “better” mean? It means that the user experience (UX)           
of using crypto (in commerce, savings, and transfer) has to be           
preferable to an alternative form. There are many levels of          
analysis upon which Bitcoin is already better. Its “bones” are          
already better than fiat. Bitcoin has a fixed supply (scarcity). It is a             
decentralized, immutable ledger (censorship resistance). Bitcoin      
is global (functionally fungible); has no weight (portable); can be          
broken into tiny pieces (divisible).  

However, I can spend fiat (at least in the cash form) in the middle              
of the desert, in the middle of the night, with no access to             
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electricity or Internet in any form. If my smartphone battery runs           
out, I can still go grocery shopping without recharging it. This is            
why, in my opinion, if smartphone apps with QR codes remain the            
primary UI for cryptocurrency, the UX will never be superior to fiat            
cash. Thankfully, innovators are working on new solutions which         
stand to push the Bitcoin UX forward. These companies and          
conceptual trends are worth paying attention to. 

Next Steps in Cryptocurrency UI 

The use of QR codes as an interface has some fairly strict            
requirements. Understanding those requirements and then      
creating UIs which eliminate those requirements is the next step          
in the evolution of the cryptocurrency user experience.  

Currently, if you want to use a QR code in your UX, you will              
require: an adequately charged, Internet-connected mobile phone       
(or other similar device) with camera hardware, running an app.          
So: 

● Smartphone (or other device) 
● Camera on device 
● Sufficient charge 
● Non-native Wallet Mobile App (must be downloaded from        

app store) 
● Internet connection 

If this is an in-person transaction where the person receiving the           
funds has a need to confirm receipt immediately (typical         
point-of-sale), then both parties require the same setup.  

You will notice that none of these are requirements for the use of             
paper fiat cash. The more that is required of an end user (friction),             
the less preferable, relatively-speaking, a particular solution will        
be to that user. If we are willing to move away from QR, we can               
begin to move toward less friction in cryptocurrency transactions. 
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To follow are some current examples of companies working         
toward that end and a description of which requirements they are           
eliminating. 

HandCash 

 

HandCash is a mobile wallet app for Bitcoin Cash (BCH) which           
supports QR codes and copy/paste of addresses like other mobile          
wallets. HandCash has, however, introduced two distinct,       
friction-reducing innovations.  

Utilizing the Near Field Communication (NFC) chip currently built         
into nearly all smartphones, two HandCash users can move data          
(from addresses and amounts to actual signed Bitcoin        
transactions) between phones merely by touching their phones        
together. Additionally, HandCash has added an address aliasing        
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system called “handles.” This proprietary system allows users to         
share simple aliases, such as “$vinarmani” or “$countermarkets,”        
instead of needing to send (copy/paste or QR code) actual Bitcoin           
addresses. 

 

HandCash’s requirements, therefore, are: 

● Smartphone (or other device) 
● Sufficient charge 
● Non-native Wallet Mobile App (must be downloaded from        

app store) 
● Internet Connection (only for recipient) 
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CoinText 

 

Full disclosure: I am the founder and CTO of CoinText. 

Our purpose in creating CoinText was to find the easiest way           
available for anyone to receive and send cryptocurrency.  

Our current offering is a full-featured SMS Bitcoin Cash wallet.          
Users communicate with our system via text messages to a local           
access number. No downloading of an app is required. Nor is a            
smartphone required. Since all interaction is via SMS, no Internet          
connection is required.  

So, our requirements are: 

● Feature phone or smartphone 
● Sufficient charge 
● Mobile phone service 
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FuzeX 

 

FuzeX is a startup that looks to be taking over where (now            
defunct) “smart card” companies Coin and Plastc – both folded in           
2017 – left off. A smart card is an “active” device –            
microprocessor, memory chip and software – in a credit card form           
factor. The FuzeX card allows you to load fiat bank cards and            
cryptocurrency keys onto the smart card using their proprietary         
mobile phone app. Once loaded, all that is needed to do a            
transaction, provided the merchant or other party has an enabled          
point-of-sale or wallet, is the card. Currently, the interface for          
cryptocurrency is NFC. Check out a demo video here.  

FuzeX’s card is highly proprietary and they are in the early stages            
of a project which, after the failures of Coin and Plastc, certainly            
has the cards stacked against it. However, if this system works as            
advertised, I believe it could be the most disruptive innovation          
since the QR code. FuzeX has reduced the requirements (friction)          
down to: 

● Proprietary card 
● Sufficient charge in card (30-day charge, rechargeable) 
● Internet service and compatible terminal (other party) 
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The Ultimate 

The landscape looks promising. I truly believe that the crypto          
community is ready to move beyond QR and onto new, innovative           
solutions. When I imagine the ideal solution (which I do often), the            
“currently doable” user interface that comes to mind is: active,          
readily available NFC cards (credit card form factor), with open          
standards (so they can be loaded or used by any wallet app)            
operating within an environment where Internet can be accessed         
via a bluetooth mesh network (such as is being developed by           
Nodle) so that two users could simply touch their cards together           
to make a Bitcoin transaction that settles immediately on the          
blockchain. This solution is superior in every way to all current           
cash UIs (fiat, crypto, or otherwise). We are likely years from           
seeing this solution in action, but the Bitcoin UI has already come            
so far. I believe it is well worth every effort to push the evolution to               
its next phase. 

Stay Free!  
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SELF-SUFFICIENCY 
How To Organize A Makerspace 

By Brian Berletic 

Introduction 

Ideas are great, but implementing them is even better. Of course           
to have an idea go from words or drawings in a notebook to an              
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actual, tangible solution requires financial and human resources        
as well as the tools to physically make something a reality. 

For individual entrepreneurs and small businesses, creating a        
viable prototype or even doing short-run production used to be          
prohibitively expensive and incredibly risky. Today, with personal        
manufacturing technology like 3D printing, opensource      
electronics, and an Internet full of free resources including free          
opensource software, the ability to make virtually anything is         
becoming cheaper and more accessible. 

It is possible for you to assemble many of these tools in your own              
personal workshop. You can work on your own projects or you           
can provide services to others either as a freelance industrial          
designer, or as a full-fledged business. 

But there is another option for people who lack either the skill sets             
required to prototype an idea or the tools, or both. Makerspaces. 
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These can range from private groups organized among friends         
and colleagues to organizations and businesses. They include a         
common space in which tools are made available to members.          
This space can also be used for workshops to teach basic skills            
like soldering, coding, 3D design, and other aspects of modern          
prototyping and small-scale manufacturing. 

Think of it like a gym, but instead of exercise equipment to build             
your body, there are tools and resources to build your ideas. 

No matter where you live around the globe, there is likely a            
makerspace near you for you to check out to understand both the            
technological and human factors that make up these unique         
institutions. If you are lucky, there is one nearby that you can            
actually use on a regular basis, cultivate ties with like-minded          
people, and tap in order to create your ideas and possibly even            
profit from them. 

But there are plenty of reasons to start your own space. 

How to Organize a Makerspace 

Depending on your interests and skill sets you may be inclined to            
start your own space. This is what I have done. Mine is a private              
space I use to work on my own projects and projects for clients in              
a freelance capacity. I have connections with and access to          
full-fledged makerspaces nearby where I can collaborate with        
others, organize workshops to teach others new skills, and get          
access to heavier, more expensive equipment than I own. It          
brings together the best of both worlds — a quiet place where I             
will not be disturbed reserved for me, friends, and family, and a            
busy place I go to share knowledge and collaborate with a much            
wider and more diverse community. 

There are several factors you need to consider before organizing          
any makerspace, private or public: 
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Scope: Simply put, what do you want your makerspace to be? A            
space to do private projects? A place for collaboration between a           
close group of friends? Or a public space providing access to           
equipment, a platform for collaboration, and education       
opportunities to the community? 

Determining this is important. It is also important to remember that           
if you start small, you can always work your way up toward            
greater ambitions. Many well-established makerspaces today      
started as small clubs where friends met in garage workshops          
and evolved into organizations big enough to warrant a         
permanent, and much larger location. 

Location: This is another important consideration. For a private         
makerspace, it must be somewhere both safe and convenient. A          
lot of the equipment and processes used in prototyping produce          
noise, dust, and fumes. A well-ventilated space away from where          
it will disturb others is essential. 

For a larger, public space, it is important that people are able to             
conveniently get to it. Rent also becomes an issue and the need            
to ensure monthly revenue from memberships, workshops, and        
income from services covers that rent and utility expenses         
becomes a struggle many new spaces fail to overcome. 

Equipment: If you are unfamiliar with what comprises a         
makerspace, here is a quick list of some of the most basic items: 

● 3D printers; 
● Laser cutters; 
● CNC routers; 
● Basic electronics tools (soldering irons, oscilloscopes,      

multimeters); 
● Drill presses; 
● Rotary tools; 
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● Basic hand tools; 
● Woodworking tools; 
● Sewing machines and; 
● Computers. 

In much larger spaces you can have everything from large lathes           
and milling machines to welding kits, furnaces, and painting bays.          
This video tour of Boston’s Artisan’s Asylum gives you an idea of            
just how large makerspaces can get. 

Safety: As stated above, makerspaces contain equipment and        
processes that produce noise, dust, and fumes. 3D printers         
operate at temperatures up to 250 degrees celsius and should          
never be left unattended. Soldering produces fumes requiring        
adequate ventilation. The presence of electronics projects means        
the possibility of electrical shocks and even electrocution. Cutting         
tools and rotary tools can also become hazards if not handled           
properly. 

It is essential that a makerspace be set up with this in mind and              
that anyone using the space is not only instructed on how to use             
tools and equipment, but how to use them safely.  

Legal Considerations: Depending on where you live, there can         
be a variety of legal considerations. If your space is private for            
use among friends and family, legal considerations are minimal. 

Hackaday, a website familiar among makers and hackers, has a          
good article about legal considerations including issues regarding        
insurance and taxes. 

Revenue: Makerspaces can make money through a variety of         
ways. This includes: 

● Organizing educational workshops that interested     
community members pay to attend; 

● Providing services such as 3D printing and laser cutting; 
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● Providing 3D design and prototyping services; 
● Monthly membership fees; 
● Rent for individual entrepreneurs and small businesses to        

co-locate their offices in or adjacent to your space. 

At the various makerspaces I’ve been involved in, 3D printing and           
laser cutting services, followed by 3D design and prototyping         
services has provided the most consistent amount of income. 

Organizing workshops is also a very lucrative and satisfying         
activity that helps keep a space profitable. 

Membership fees, while the most straightforward, are also the         
most difficult to obtain and then maintain. Just like gyms, people           
often join with grand ambitions but not the persistence and          
dedication to follow through with them. 

At one makerspace I worked at, over a 2-year period we only had             
one paying member, and only for one month. The rest of the            
money made was through 3D printing, design, and prototyping         
services with the occasional workshop thrown in.  

Projects: Makerspaces can only tackle the sort of projects the          
equipment and human resources that are present there can         
accommodate. Since many makerspaces come together as loose,        
informal clubs among people of like minds, themes usually         
develop. 

Some spaces are dedicated to DIYbio, others in helping start-ups,          
and others still in art projects. 

One way to help keep new members engaged is having a few            
projects on hand that are easy enough for them to immediately           
learn and apply new skills while working on. The Internet is full of             
such projects, from Hackaday to Thingiverse, to Make Magazine. 
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Promotion: While a makerspace is a place for face-to-face         
collaboration, any space and the activity within it serves as an           
opportunity to connect with others online around the world.         
Makerspaces can help not only help raise local awareness and          
attract clients and members, but also help create wider         
awareness and possibly alternative revenue streams. 

Makerspaces should maintain accounts on 3D model libraries like         
Thingiverse.com, Hackaday’s Hackaday.io, YouTube (and     
YouTube alternatives) to gain wider awareness of their projects,         
to attract online supporters and audiences, and possibly even         
attract regular patrons who support video tutorials, workshops,        
and podcasts, as well as projects launched on crowdfunding         
platforms like Kickstarter.  

Documentation: Promotion brings up the issue of       
documentation. Documenting projects is not only good form when         
working in an opensource community of makers, it helps you          
figure out how you solved certain problems if and when you need            
to go back to older projects. 

But documenting projects also means others can attempt not only          
to build your projects, but can also contribute iterations and          
improvements. This is the idea at the heart of sites like           
Thingiverse where 3D models are posted for free for others to           
download, modify, and 3D print. 

For more complex projects, the input of others can help move a            
project forward when the only other alternative would be to hire           
people or invest more time and energy yourself into R&D.   

Depending on how good your documentation is, including videos         
that walk others through how a project was done, you can attract            
a fair amount of online support which can be translated into           
revenue either through ads or patron arrangements. Thus,        
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promoting your makerspace and documentation often go       
hand-in-hand. 

Problems and Pitfalls 

As great as makerspaces sound, there are many problems and          
pitfalls that eagerly present themselves and should just as eagerly          
be avoided. 

Leadership: First, the space needs to have an obvious         
organizational structure. There must be clear management of the         
space, specifically if it has members using it. 

Just like any other form of business, everything must be written           
out and clear in terms of who owns what, what responsibilities are            
addressed by whom, and what is done with everything if ever the            
space is liquidated. 

A clear leadership structure helps avoid conflicts because the         
responsibility of having the final word on any given issue is           
already determined from the beginning. A fatal mistake is friends          
or partners thinking this can be done without such agreements,          
leading to arguments and a falling-out that can eventually undo an           
entire institution.  

Overwhelming Staff: There is also the matter of ensuring         
whatever services are provided by a makerspace do not         
overwhelm staff. For instance, a makerspace that provides 3D         
design and prototyping services or application and software        
development, must make sure it doesn’t take on projects that are           
too big or demanding. 

If staff are unable to keep up with a specific project, they likely will              
be unable to keep up with their other responsibilities. This will not            
only impact monthly revenue, but unfinished projects and missed         
deadlines also hurts a space’s reputation and can even chase          
away talented staff. 
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Clients: Avoiding overwhelming your staff also includes a        
well-honed process of picking clients. When a space is new there           
is a tendency to take on any client who shows up. However, what             
many spaces learn quickly is that the most fussy clients are also            
those who spend the least amount of money and whose projects           
are the most demanding. 

Good clients often come with clear ideas and goals in mind, and            
simply require the skills makerspace staff and members have to          
make them a reality. They are also willing to pay well for these             
services and are likely not only to have their projects succeed, but            
to have additional work for you in the future. 

It is simple to discern who is who, because easy-to-work-with          
clients will hammer out exactly what needs to be done in the first             
meeting, for how much, and by when, while more difficult clients           
will be more nebulous. 

Too Much, Too Soon: Whether making a space for yourself or           
taking on a large public space for your community, the temptation           
to leap into a large investment will only lead to headaches and            
heartbreak down the road. 

Start with only what you absolutely need and expand onward from           
there. Make use of other makerspaces and businesses that         
provide services like laser cutting until you are using them often           
enough to justify investing in the same sort of equipment for your            
space. 

It can make the difference between investing in a tool or piece of             
equipment that pays for itself within the first year, to wasting           
money on gear that sits in a corner, collecting dust, and impacting            
your bottom line. 

Know Your Audience: Like any other sort of business, knowing          
your audience or potential target market is essential. A private          
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makerspace that caters to your needs and sits in your garage can            
be whatever you want it to be. But if you expect other people to              
pay money to attend workshops, use your space, or pay for your            
services, you need to ensure that it is something they want and            
like. 

Too many businesses and even makerspaces themselves can        
end up being self-indulgent, forming their business model around         
what individual founders want or like, and not around what the           
actual community wants or likes. This is a quick recipe for           
disaster. The ability to separate personal and professional        
interests and adapt to what your target audience wants will make           
the difference between success and failure, and between a hobby          
and a successful business. 

Be Wary of Investors & Partnerships: I once knew a          
makerspace that had more investors than actual staff or         
members. It was a minefield of personality conflicts and         
competing, contrasting, and contradictory interests. In short, it        
was a recipe for disaster. Before folding up, it was a source of             
constant contention for staff trying to satisfy multiple, competing         
and conflicting interests.  

Investors may seem like a helpful thing, and could be, but it must             
be kept in mind that investors often end up exercising a certain            
degree of control over whatever you do ... for a considerable           
period of time. 

Partnerships work in a similar way. They appear to be an           
attractive arrangement until conflicting and competing interests       
begin to develop. 

It is often much easier to create very straightforward deals with           
individuals, organizations, and companies, written out, where a        
clear exchange of money for specific services is done and over a            
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very well-defined and finite period of time. Sponsorships should         
also be very transparent and straightforward. 

If these arrangements work out well for both you and the party            
partnered with or sponsoring you, that finite period of time can be            
renewed. If not, there are much fewer hard feelings when such           
arrangements are over as agreed upon, and simply not renewed. 

Why Makerspaces? 

At this point you have a basic idea of what a makerspace is and              
what goes into setting one up. Why do it? 

 

Technology is accelerating, and our ability to get our hands on it            
and use it to our own advantage is increasing. A 3D printer is             
basically a factory you can operate on your desktop. Today they           
print out plastic. Very soon, affordable printers using metal will be           
a reality. 

3D printers, laser cutters, and other forms of computer-controlled         
manufacturing technology are only going to get better and more          
accessible over time. As they do, the number of things you will be             
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able to make for yourself and others will increase. So will           
opportunities to profit from this as a producer rather than pay for it             
as a consumer. 

It is a paradigm shift away from centralized consumerism to a           
distributed network of makers and manufacturers. 

A makerspace, then, is a way of creating your own space for this             
paradigm shift to unfold in. 

Whether you decide to turn a corner of your garage into a            
makerspace, get involved with a makerspace already up and         
running in your community, create a space for you and your           
friends, or take the plunge into opening up your own community           
space, you will not only be creating a potential business          
opportunity just by having such a space, but you’ll be able to reap             
the collective benefits of the opensource, collaborative maker        
community that spans the globe. 

I would recommend to anyone, whether they are interested in          
making their own space or not, to at least visit an existing            
makerspace to get an idea of what is possible and what may soon             
be possible.  
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WEALTH 

Mid-Year Report On Overall Cryptocurrency Market 

 

By Jeff Paul 

The first seven months of 2018 have been such a whirlwind since            
launching CoinText that I've barely had time to check         
CoinMarketCap or my portfolios at Bittrex, Poloniex and Binance.         
It's probably for the best. The steep cryptocurrency correction and          
bear market is an unpleasant period for investors. My portfolio is           
way down compared to dollars, as I imagine yours is as well. But I              
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haven't sold anything because I believe the market is going much,           
much higher over the long term. 

My take is very similar to Bruce Fenton's recent Tweet: 

 

This asset class is here to stay and the industry hasn't reached            
the peak of its growth cycle yet. Not even close. I believe the next              
big run-up may go over 10X the current value, as each up-cycle            
since Bitcoin was invented follows a pattern. 

Many observers called the 2017 spike a “bubble.” Yet, even after           
a significant correction, the value of the industry is still orders of            
magnitude larger and the new highs are much higher than in the            
previous “bubble.”  
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As seen in the chart below: 

 

The market cap for the entire space went from $17.7B in January            
2017 to over $800B in December 2017. And the price of Bitcoin            
(BTC), specifically, went from $1000 to around $20K during that          
time. Currently, after the 2018 correction, the overall market cap          
sits at around $260B and BTC is hovering between $6500-$7500. 

The cryptocurrency market appears to be nearing the end of the           
recurring trading cycle indicated above, which seems to show that          
a new upswing may be imminent. More on when I think the bull             
market will begin in a moment. 

If you look closely at each event in the chart above, you’ll see a              
repeating pattern. This market cycle is so common that traders          
have mapped out the emotional roller coaster experienced during         
the cycle. 
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Compare to the 1-year chart of the market cap of the entire            
cryptocurrency industry below: 
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The bear market appears to be leveling off into a consolidation           
period. The next upswing could be right around the corner. 

Why I'm Bullish 

Again, blockchain tech will transform the world, and this new          
asset class is just getting warmed up. Lots of activity happening:           
new services, innovation, media, conventions, and VC investment        
despite the bear market. And I'm bullish on crypto because          
government-issued debt-based currencies appear to be nearer to        
crisis with each passing day. 

The infrastructure to on-board new cryptocurrency adoption is        
way better than during the previous bear market. And it keeps           
expanding. This could speed up the market cycles for         
cryptocurrency. Institutional money has been waiting on the        
sidelines for secure vehicles to invest in the space. Businesses          
like Coinbase, Gemini, Circle, Uphold, and others have been         
building enterprise platforms to handle big money from Wall         
Street, institutions and even nations. 

At CoinText, because we took our seed round in Bitcoin Cash           
(BCH), we went through the application process at several         
exchanges. Although these services are growing leaps and        
bounds, even in a bear market there is a several-week waiting list            
for corporate accounts to be approved. In other words, demand          
for new accounts is still very healthy. New money is coming! 

In late 2017, the crypto markets swung $500B in a matter of            
months. That’s a testament to the improved infrastructure. What         
can happen in the second half of 2018 into early 2019 when            
hedge funds can invest safely into cryptocurrencies? What        
happens when struggling nations begin adding it to their foreign          
currency reserves? 
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Additionally, the number of media channels and conferences        
covering cryptocurrencies has exploded. All major financial media        
like CNBC, Bloomberg, and Forbes now have daily content         
dedicated to digital assets. Not to mention the countless YouTube          
channels and blogs whose entire focus is crypto. 

Remember the wise words from The Richest Man in Babylon:          
“Wealth grows wherever men exert energy.” 

More energy is being exerted in this space than ever before.           
Local meetups are thriving and there are major conferences         
happening almost EVERY DAY! All investors/users have a direct         
incentive to participate in growing the value of their preferred          
projects. Powerful things can happen when philosophies and        
incentives align in a permissionless ecosystem. 

Another reason I'm bullish is because the tokenization of apps,          
securities, and non-fungible tokens (crypto-collectibles) are      
adding a whole new layer of value to the digital asset class. My             
article next month will explore crypto-collectibles, the promising        
projects and potential opportunities. Imagine the possibilities with        
tradeable collectibles, gaming goods, event tickets, and provable        
provenance for unique digital art like memes or photos. You don't           
want to miss that article. 

All new developments add value to the overall space. Even as the            
ICO craze calms down, many new projects (like CoinText) are          
raising traditional venture capital (VC) with plans for issuing a          
security token. There's no slowdown in the amount of VC          
investment coming into the space. In fact, if anything, there's a           
severe lack of talent relative to the ideas and supply of money            
seeking to employ them. 

Being on the frontlines of this industry and seeing this unfold           
firsthand makes me very optimistic for the future despite my          
weakened portfolio. 
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What Worries Me 

Many things can cause the cryptocurrency markets to drop lower          
or stall a new bull run. Tether could blow up. Government           
regulations could stifle growth. Declining use in commerce.        
Bitcoin (BTC) implosion if scaling solutions fail during the next          
spike. Or a host of other challenges. However, ultimately, I think           
these are minor short-term hurdles. 

Tether is a centrally-run dollar-pegged digital currency with a         
market cap of $2.5B that has been accused of money-printing.          
There are concerns that Tether, which is supposed to have          
1-for-1 dollars in the bank to match digital supply, enabled more           
perceived dollars to blow up the price of Bitcoin than actually           
existed. It's very murky because an audit has not been done. But            
even if it's a scandal, it's likely to only cause a short-term drop in              
market confidence. 

Government regulations are also always a concern. Governments        
don't need to ban cryptocurrency to stifle growth. For example,          
due to the IRS designation of cryptocurrency as a commodity,          
spending it in the economy is incredibly taxing in the US. They            
expect us to calculate the dollar gains from when we acquired the            
coins to when we spend them, every time we spend them. You            
cannot believe the level of accounting required when CoinText         
pays $10/BCH bounties! It's a major barrier to crypto use for           
everyday purchases. 

The lack of any use other than speculation makes me nervous.           
Recently, Bitcoin (BTC) has been dropped as a payment method          
by major platforms like Fiverr, Stripe, Steam, Expedia, Reddit,         
and Microsoft. Imagine what would happen if influential services         
ended support for PayPal or Visa. 

According to research by Chainalysis reported by Bloomberg,        
Bitcoin use in commerce has been dropping significantly. 
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After peaking at $411 million in September, the amount of          
money the largest 17 crypto merchant-processing services       
received in the best-known cryptocurrency has been on a         
steady decline, hitting a recent low of $60 million in May,           
according to research that startup Chainalysis Inc.       
conducted for Bloomberg News. 

While the amount merchant services such as BitPay, Coinify         
and GoCoin received increased slightly in June to $69         
million, it was still a far cry from the $270 million received a             
year ago, Chainalysis found. 

 

"Most people who are not Bitcoin core maximalists argue that yes,           
you need people to use these things as means of payment to            
become money," Kyle Samani, managing partner at hedge fund         
Multicoin Capital, told Bloomberg. "Or as my co-founder Tushar         
likes to say, don’t think of money as a noun, but rather as an              
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adjective. The more something is used as money, the more          
‘moneyness’ it has." 

To be fair, there are also some positive signs for use in            
commerce. Barry Silbert of the Digital Currency Group recently         
announced an initiative that will deliver Bitcoin as a payment          
option to Starbucks and others. 

 

“As the flagship retailer, Starbucks will play a pivotal role in           
developing practical, trusted and regulated applications for       
consumers to convert their digital assets into US dollars for use at            
Starbucks,” said Maria Smith, Vice President, Partnerships and        
Payments for Starbucks. “As a leader in Mobile Pay to our more            
than 15 million Starbucks Rewards members, Starbucks is        
committed to innovation for expanding payment options for our         
customers.” 

The infrastructure for businesses to accept cryptocurrency is        
improving. Yet it's unclear if the Bitcoin culture will embrace          
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spending to help spread adoption. And if the market picks up,           
BTC's transaction fees are likely to increase and confirmation         
times may once again become unreliable. That would discourage         
spending and could shake general confidence in       
cryptocurrencies. 

Specific Coins 

I'm less confident in Litecoin (LTC) than I was at the end of 2017.              
At that time, Litecoin was the least expensive asset on Coinbase           
making it a psychologically attractive buy for millions of newbies.          
However, Litecoin has little else going for it other than being a live             
testnet for Bitcoin Core. And Coinbase recently added support for          
Ethereum Classic (ETC) and announced that it's considering        
adding other new assets that are much cheaper than Litecoin, like           
Cardano (ADA), Basic Attention Token (BAT) and Stellar lumens         
(XLM). Litecoin was the second cryptocurrency ever and it is a           
time-tested network. So it'll likely stick around and rise in the           
coming bull market, but it has lost some luster for me. I'm hodling             
LTC, not buying or selling. 

BTC versus BCH? As the use of Bitcoin (BTC) in commerce           
declines, Bitcoin Cash (BCH) is beginning to be used more as           
money. According to statistics released by TravelByBit, BCH is         
the most used cryptocurrency in Australia's Brisbane International        
Airport, the world’s first airport to accept payments in         
cryptocurrency. 
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Obviously, we are biased since CoinText is built on Bitcoin Cash.           
But we chose it for a reason. It can scale to be peer-to-peer cash              
for the whole world while Bitcoin (BTC) + Segwit + Lightning failed            
to scale when tested with moderate volume. I'm a buyer of BCH            
at these levels, and a holder of BTC. Selling neither. 

Other assets I'm buying at these levels are Dash (DASH),          
Ethereum (ETH), and Monero (XMR). I like Stellar, too. 

When Moon? 

Everyone wants to know when the next bull run will begin. Me            
included. I'll give you my best guess. 

The previous correction and bear market lasted almost two years.          
But it was fueled by the collapse of Mt. Gox which handled a large              
majority of the BTC transactions in the world at that time. Its            
collapse caused a huge loss in confidence and a vacuum in           
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liquidity. New money couldn't get into Bitcoin at scale even if it            
wanted to. 

We are already seven months into this down cycle. There wasn't           
a dramatic event that fueled it. Just an overheated market that           
needed to correct. There appears to be enough hardcore hodlers          
to keep a steady foundation and a lot of money waiting for a good              
opportunity to get back in. With improved exchange and custodial          
infrastructure, the market is poised to spring at any moment. 

Barring any major economic events or catastrophes in the         
industry, I think a significant market rebound is possible as early           
as the fourth quarter of this year. Yet 2019 may be where the             
biggest gains are made. At any rate, today's prices seem very           
attractive compared to what the future likely holds. 

Summary 

In summary, the cryptocurrency bubble of 2017 still appears to be           
correcting, but the bottom may be near. Market cycles for          
cryptocurrency seem to be accelerating faster than traditional        
financial markets, and the full growth cycle for the industry hasn't           
yet matured. The next cryptocurrency bubble could begin as early          
as the fourth quarter of 2018 and will likely build up record highs             
in 2019-2020. 

Reminder: This is not financial advice.  
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BITCOIN & SILVER REPORTS 

 

July brought us a long-awaited price spike for Bitcoin. The month           
started off around $6700, and traded down to about $6200          
mid-month. A few days later prices were up at the $8300 level,            
with all cryptocurrencies moving near vertical on high volume. The          
buying seems to have calmed down for now, and we’ve actually           
seen more downside volatility as the price has declined from the           
$8300 range to about $7200 today. 

On the news front, there has been a major development with           
regards to the Bitcoin ETF, the long-awaited exchange-traded        
fund that will open the doors to every investor with a brokerage            
account. Efforts to create a Bitcoin ETF have been underway          
since 2014. The Winklevoss twins have been trying since then,          
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and have been rejected time after time by the SEC. The most            
recent rejection came just recently, which is part of the reason for            
the price drop in Bitcoin. Their ETF being rejected was to be            
expected really, it’s been rejected many times before by the SEC,           
and likely will be many times again. The major news comes from            
a new filing for another Bitcoin ETF, as the filer in this case is              
almost guaranteed to get SEC approval. The Chicago Board         
Options Exchange (CBOE) has filed paperwork to launch a         
Bitcoin ETF. The CBOE is the largest options clearing house in           
the world; it handles options for the NYSE, Nasdaq, and has more            
credibility and clout with the SEC than the Winklevoss twins ever           
will. 

The CBOE will likely have the first Bitcoin ETF that gets SEC            
approval, as it’s the only one that will offer insurance for its            
investors. Holders of the ETF will be covered in the case of lost             
keys, hacking, or whatever else could compromise a personal         
wallet. With this insurance, the SEC can finally state the          
instrument is safe for everyday investors. In addition, the CBOE          
has already brought Bitcoin futures to the market, so the SEC           
knows they’re already familiar with the cryptocurrency and have         
the means to create a suitable investment vehicle for it.  

In late July, the SEC rejected (or put on hold), several           
applications for Bitcoin ETFs, and cited the same concerns for          
each one. The ETF application from the CBOE was not included           
in this bundle, which says a lot for its potential approval.  

With the recent sell off, and prices overreacting to the downside           
with every piece of potentially bad news that comes out, many           
individual investors have thrown in the towel here. While people          
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are walking away, institutional investors are piling in hand over fist           
into the markets. Institutional-grade custodians can’t even keep        
up with the applications they’re getting each day, as there are a            
very small number of them approved for doing business right now.           
The waiting list to get an account open can be several weeks, and             
these are for large clients with $100k minimum trade values. The           
doors are opening slowly here for large amounts of capital, but           
they are indeed opening. Please be patient and don’t get caught           
up in the latest media reports. Bitcoin has been declared dead           
more times than we can count, yet it continues to survive and            
potential uses are being created daily.  

For those of you who don’t own any Bitcoin, we suggest using            
Coinbase to take your first position.  

Be careful with your position sizing; don’t invest more than you’re           
comfortable losing. Also expect major volatility, with possible price         
swings of 50% or more in a matter of days.  

 

Silver Update 
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In June we broke out to the downside in the silver market, falling             
below $16 for the first time this year. In July the downward price             
action continued, as prices fell from the $16 range to about           
$15.40 mid-month. From there, trading remained in a very tight          
band from the $15.40 to $15.60 range. This range does have           
some solid support, so it’s possible we level out here for a while.             
Although, the charts for precious metals do look bearish, so a           
pullback to support in the $14 range isn’t out of the question. Gold             
has behaved similarly, breaking support and falling to new lows          
last month.  

The equities markets are still very strong for the time being. We            
have seen some signs of weakness, but overall economic figures          
are still quite strong for now. Trump seems to be using trade wars             
to jostle the markets as needed, which does seem to be working.            
Whenever the markets need to rebound, like around election time          
for example, we’ll likely see the trade wars get magically resolved,           
tariffs will come to an end, and Trump and the Republicans will            
pat themselves on the back for solving a problem they created in            
the first place. But voters will believe them, which is all that            
matters to them.  

In any case, the equities markets are where the action is right            
now, and precious metals aren’t even being paid attention to by           
most investors. Especially with the recent breakdown in price         
action, many investors are bailing out.  

The larger-scale economic problems we’ve discussed previously       
are still there and will likely take a couple of years to play out.              
Once they do, we’ll see some serious volatility in equities prices           
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and people will flock to gold and silver as they look for a safe              
haven.  

For those of you who don’t own any silver, boring times like this             
are the perfect time to buy. You can find great prices from a             
trusted supplier at Money Metals Exchange. 
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SNEAK PEEK at next issue (September 5th 2018) 

TRENDS & FORECASTING 

The Future of Borderless Employment 

ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

When to Take Venture Funding vs Self Funding  

SELF-SUFFICIENCY 

Organizing a Cooperative 

WEALTH 

Non-Fungible Tokens for Unique Digital Assets, Art & Collectibles 

BITCOIN & SILVER REPORTS 

Not a member yet? 

Click HERE to Join Counter Markets! 
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DISCLAIMER 

This newsletter is not investment, legal or tax advice. The          
information contained here is for educational and entertainment        
purposes only. If you are considering a significant investment into          
any assets or strategies mentioned here, it is best to consult a            
licensed professional. No links will contain affiliates that make         
costs higher for subscribers. 
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